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The workplace is the new frontier  
of competitive advantage 
Employees are no longer shackled 
behind corporate-owned desktops 
and firewalls. The proliferation 
of mobility, new tools and 
technologies allows employees 
to work in innovative new ways, 
creating immense productivity 
opportunities.

Benefits of a secure workplace:

•  Drive productivity: Empower internal and third-party 
users to work together securely, providing a seamless, 
collaborative environment that drives productivity  
and creativity.

•  Protect data and information: Leverage encryption 
and access controls, without hindering productivity,  
to meet compliance and regulatory needs.

Avanade’s end-to-end capabilities 
help build, run and sustain  
a secure workplace

•  Optimize security operations: Build and sustain a 
secure, evergreen workplace platform, while speeding 
detection and remediation with analytics, machine 
learning, automation and AI.

•  Consolidate and simplify: Leverage a fully integrated 
security management platform to rationalize your 
security landscape, balance spending and regain 
oversight and control.
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of business travelers use insecure  
public Wi-Fi connections – Forrester1

+50%
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What is the Avanade  
Secure Workplace solution?

2 Forrester Data Global Business Technographics® Workforce Benchmark Survey, 2017
3 2018 Global Encryption Trends Study, Ponemon Institute 
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From upfront gap analysis and  
road mapping, to building,  
running and managed support,  
our comprehensive approach 
weaves security into every facet  
of your workplace experience.  
This drives productivity, protects 
data and gives your IT department 
time to focus on critical priorities.

Security underpins the workplace experience

Enterprises are experiencing an explosive rise in data, 
cloud applications and mobility, drastically increasing 
the surface of attack and management complexity. 
Meanwhile, the need to maximize productivity and 
operations is driving riskier behaviors, unmonitored 
applications and shadow IT. With the rise of AI-powered 
malware and more advanced cyberattacks, a robust 
security posture and a deeply engrained security culture 
are essential.

A new approach is needed

Organizations also struggle with a lack of security 
awareness among end-users and the inability to stay 
ahead of sophisticated, ubiquitous security challenges, 
due to limited resources and a lack of in-house expertise. 
Cybersecurity teams need an advanced, simple solution, 
one that won’t break the user experience or cause 
complexity with multiple, disconnected tools.

Avanade’s Secure Workplace solution:

We help you design and maintain a robust security 
posture, modernize your applications with an evergreen 
platform and create a thriving security culture across 
your organization. Our holistic solution spans four key 
security requirements, including:

• Identity and access management

• Information protection

• Threat protection

• Security management

From start to finish, our Microsoft 365 and Azure 
expertise and certified partnerships – with Symantec, 
Tanium, CyberArk, Okta, SailPoint and many others – 
help you build and secure your modern workplace.

of employees report receiving 
training on how to stay secure 
at work – Forrester2

Only

33% Less than half of  
companies have a 
consistent, company-wide 
encryption strategy – 
Ponemon Institute3

https://www.ncipher.com/2018/global-encryption-trends-study
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Avanade’s end-to-end  
secure workplace capabilities
Capabilities Benefits

Identity and  
Access 
Management

• Improve identity lifecycle and governance processes
• Drive productivity with modernized authentication  
• Enable secure collaboration among internal and third-party users

Information  
Protection

• Get clarity and continually protect data, automatically
• Ensure security in a borderless, modern workplace
• Avoid shadow IT while fostering the correct use of sanctioned apps

Threat  
Protection

• Gain advanced threat protection and rapid recovery and remediation
• Create actionable roadmaps for proactive and reactive threat management
• Ensure end-to-end visibility of security infrastructure and operations

Security  
Management

•	 	Gain	unified	visibility,	including	a	centralized	view	of	Microsoft	365	(Office	365,	 
Windows	10,	Enterprise	Mobility	+	Security)	and	Azure	security	and	compliance

•  Continually optimize and get proactive with regular security and maturity assessments
•  Clearly understand what devices are compliant and up to date
•  Develop an end-user-driven security culture

Run and  
Managed 
Services

•  Extend your capabilities, get proactive and remain up to date with the latest security 
advancements

• Rely upon rapid response, remediation and post-breach services
•  Free your IT team from mundane and repetitive management tasks to focus on 

innovation

Transforming the workplace 
experience is a journey, one which 
involves security at every step.  
To start plotting the course,  
visit Avanade.com/security today 
to learn more. 

http://avanade.com/security
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About Avanade
Avanade	is	the	leading	provider	of	innovative	digital	and	cloud	services,	business	solutions	and	design-led	experiences	on	the	Microsoft	ecosystem.	Our	professionals	 
bring	bold,	fresh	thinking	combined	with	technology,	business	and	industry	expertise	to	help	make	a	human	impact	on	our	clients,	their	customers	and	their	employees.	 
We	are	the	power	behind	the	Accenture	Microsoft	Business	Group	which	combines	the	skills	of	45,000	professionals	around	the	world,	helping	companies	to	engage	
customers,	empower	employees,	optimize	operations	and	transform	products,	leveraging	the	Microsoft	platform.	Avanade	has	offices	in	24	countries,	bringing	clients	our	
best	thinking	through	a	collaborative	culture	that	honors	diversity	and	reflects	the	communities	in	which	we	operate.	Majority	owned	by	Accenture,	Avanade	was	founded	
in	2000	by	Accenture	LLP	and	Microsoft	Corporation.	Learn	more	at	www.avanade.com

©	2019	Avanade	Inc.	All	rights	reserved.	The	Avanade	name	and	logo	are	registered	trademarks	in	the	U.S.	and	other	countries.	Other	brand	and	product	names	are	
trademarks	of	their	respective	owners.

North America 
Seattle 
Phone	+1	206	239	5600 
America@avanade.com

South	America 
Sao	Paulo 
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Pacific 
Australia 
Phone	+61	2	9005	5900 
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe 
London 
Phone	+44	0	20	7025	1000 
Europe@avanade.com

Avanade can help you redefine the workplace as a creator of sustainable 
value. We transform culture, technology, experiences and operations to  
increase cost efficiency, productivity and growth. Our end-to-end 
approach combines strategy, implementation and managed services, 
augmented by industry expertise, specialist tools and IP.

Visit www.avanade.com/WX to find out more.

We can help transform your WX
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http://www.avanade.com
http://www.avanade.com/WX
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